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Skid Monster teaches life saving driving skills
The Skid Monster has a set of castering wheels capable of rotating 360 degrees which are attached to the rear wheels.

Skid Monster Driver Enrichment Programs About the Program

• How can drivers experience the consequences of going too fast into a curve?
• How do we teach the hopeless despair of hitting a patch of black ice and having only a fraction of a second to correct
the fishtailing car?
• How can drivers feel what its like to lose traction to the vehicle's tires?
• How do we have drivers experience proper actions to prevent the loss of traction?
• How can we convince a driver that releasing brake pressure prematurely, or applying acceleration too early, will cause
loss of car control?
• How can we teach drivers the sickening feeling of helplessness one gets when the car they are tailgating slams on the
brakes and their car crashes into it?
• How can drivers experience the nauseating feeling of having a child dart out from in front of a parked car?
• How do we convince drivers of the importance of having their vision 30 seconds ahead of the car when the average
driver only looks 3-5 seconds ahead?
• How can we motivate a change in the high-risk driver?
• How can we give drivers repetitions to develop a network of safe habits?

The Skid Monster is a relentless teacher that will teach all of the above!

We offer a wide range of driver risk-reduction programs including:

- Corporate Programs
- Municipal Programs
- Police, Fire, EMS Emergency Vehicle Programs
- Advanced Driver Performance Programs
- Military Driver Enhancement Programs
- Teen and Senior Driver Programs
Skid Monster gives hands-on experience to prevent, detect and correct loss of traction.
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